Abstract. Image tagging is an essential step for developing automatic image annotation methods that are based on the learning by example paradigm. However, manual image annotation, even for creating training sets for machine learning algorithms, requires hard effort and contains human judgment errors and subjectivity. Thus, alternative ways for automatically creating training examples, i.e., pairs of images and tags, are pursued. In this work we investigate whether tags accompanying photos in social media and especially the Instagram hashtags, provide a form of image annotation. If such a claim is proved then Instagram could be a very rich source of training data, easily collectable automatically, for the development of automatic image annotation techniques. Our hypothesis is that Instagram hashtags, and especially those provided by the photo owner / creator, express more accurately the content of a photo compared to the tags assigned to a photo during explicit image annotation processes like crowdsourcing. In this context, we explore the descriptive power of hashtags by examining whether other users would use the same, with the owner, hashtags to annotate an image. For this purpose a set of 30 randomly chosen, from Instagram, images were used as a dataset for our research. Then, one to four hashtags, considered as the most descriptive ones for the image in question, were selected among the hashtags used by the image owner. Three online questionnaires with ten images each were distributed to experiment participants in order to choose the best suitable hashtag for every image according to their interpretation. Results show that an average of 55% of the participants hashtag choices coincide with those suggested by the photo owners; thus, an initial evidence towards our hypothesis confirmation can be claimed.
Introduction
On average 350 million photos are uploaded to Facebook per day [9] while an average of 70 million photos are shared every day in Instagram [10] . Thus, the total amount of images in the Web nowadays is huge and continuously increasing. Locating and retrieving these images is very challenging not only in terms of effectiveness (retrieve the right image according to the user needs / queries) and efficiency (execution time) but also in terms of visibility (being locatable). Contemporary search engines retrieve images in a text-based manner since the majority of end users are familiar with text-based queries for retrieving web pages and digital documents. In text-based image retrieval images must be somehow related with specific keywords or textual description. This kind of textual description is, usually, obtained from the web page, or the document, containing the corresponding images and includes HTML alternative text, the file names of the images, captions, metadata tags and surrounding text [15] . However, images in social media, which constitute the great majority of images in the Web, cannot effectively indexed (extract relevant text description) with pure webbased techniques mainly because the user pages in social media do not follow the classic web-page structure. As a result a new research field dealing with this problem emerged: Automatic Image Annotation (AIA) [6] , that is the process of extracting low-level features from an image and assigning one or more semantic concepts to it [11] .
A large category of AIA involves machine learning techniques and is based on the learning by example paradigm [19] . Training examples that are used for automatic image annotation are pairs of images and related tags. Different models and machine learning techniques were developed to build the so called 'visual models', that is, models that capture the correlation between image features and textual words from the training examples. Visual models are then fed with image features extracted from unseen images to predict their tagging [16] . Assuming that good visual models can be achieved, image retrieval using the training by example paradigm provides a promising alternative to text-based methods (since it does not require explicit annotation of all images in the collection, but only a small set of properly annotated images) [17] . Nevertheless, the first important step to create effective visual models is to use good training examples (pairs of images and annotations). In this context automatic creation of training examples via crawling is highly desirable because it addresses the scalability (models for new concepts) and adaptability (modification of training models) issues.
According to a survey of Pew Research Internet Project, Instagram is the fastest growing social network among the adult Americans who use the Internet [9] . Instagram is a free application for mobile devices, which offer user the possibility to upload, edit and share with other pictures and very short video. The term Instagram is a combination of two words, from the word instant used to market old cameras and the gram comes from telegram from the snapshots people were taking 1 . Instagram launched on 6 October 2010 and rapidly gained popularity, managed to have 300 million active users per month and 70 million pictures per day [10] being shared. In January 2011 Instagram added hashtags [1] and from 27 April 2015 users are able to use emoji as hashtags 2 . Hashtags are tags or words prepended with '#' used to indicate the content of the picture, allowing users to search for pictures and increase visibility. Emoji are pictograms,
